INTRODUCTION
The FORTRAN computer program listed in Table 1 has been used by the U.S. Geological Survey since 1972 to obtain terrain corrections to a distance as far as 167 km from gravity stations. This program evolved from earlier versions of the program that were first announced and distributed in 1966 (Plouff, 1966) . The digitization for a previous terrain correction program of the U.S. Geological Survey (Kane, 1962) adopted the one-kilometer square grid of the Universal Transverse Mereator (UTM) coordinates that are marked on most topographic maps. J. H. Healy (oral communication, 1965) suggested to me that a system based on geographic latitude and longitude coordinates could be more general, more efficient (for storing digital elevations) and more flexible than the one-km UTM grid system. Healy suggested that only one quadrangle map of digitized average elevations needs to be retained in the computer memory at a given time.
I wrote a FORTRAN program in 1965 that implemented Healy's suggestions. That program and its later revisions primarily were used with 15-minute maps digitized in one-minute compartments and with one-by-two degree maps digitized in 3-minute compartments. The version of the program released as a preprint associated with the presentation at the 36th Annual Meeting of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (Plouff, 1966) included all the basic improvements over previous terrain correction programs. These improvements are the digitize tion and gravity station locations in a latitude-longitude reference system, the assembly of digitization in quadrangle map units, a tie to an inner circular boundary that permits an exact join to conventional hand terrain corrections, a listing of maps needed but not found in the digital map-input, correction for the effect of the earth's curvature, and use of a gravity formula that is more accurate for those compartments that are closest to the location of the gravity station.
The last improvement was made because the formula used in the previous program was fairly accurate but was based on the assumption that the ground surface is horizontal within every compartment ( fig. 1 ). To a first approximation, however, the ground surface near any point tends to slope through that point, in order to account for the observed difference of elevation between that point and nearby locations. A simple formula, in which it is assumed that all the mass within a compartment is concentrated along a vertical line mass at the center of the compartment, was found to provide a close approximation to the gravity effect of a ground surface that slopes through a nearby station location ( fig. 2 ). At farther distances from the gravity station distances that exceed about 4 compartment widths from the station the gravity value calculated by using the two formulas are nearly identical.
Further modifications between the time of the 1966 program and the accompanying listed program improved the distance formulas, removed some minor discrepancies, protected the program user against making mistakes, and were in response to a need for a more self sufficient "final" program in terms of punch card and printer output. A program later was written to convert previous one-km digitization to one-minute (about 1.85 by 1.5 km) digitization, so that previous elevation digitization could be adopted for use with the present program. That program (Bobbins, and others, 1973) enabled a substantial block of gridded topographic data in southern California to be absorbed into one-minute and three-minute digitization that entirely covers the state of California.
listed in Table 1 Though the program/has been extensively tested, no surety should be implied concerning proper execution of the program. I would welcome receiving the results of independent tests. The program is by no means "final". Only positive values of latitude and longitude have been tested. The terrain corrections for land below sea level and for ocean compartments underlain by rock that does not have a density of 2.67 g/cc are incorrect in the accompanying program. There is no provision of the nearby terrain corrections for gravity observations at or below the surface of the ocean. The effect of water in large inland lakes or seas is not accounted for. An option for using the 1967 Geodetic Reference System for calculating the theoretical value of gravity at sea level has not been provided. None of the advantages of interactive computer usage, such as prompting and storage on disk or tape, are implemented. There is no option to reduce the bulk of the printed output and the associated specialized input and output formats. The accompanying program, however, is useful for the majority of cases and can be adopted with little or no modification for use on most digital computers.
DIGITAL GRAVITY TERRAIN CORRECTION PROGRAM

General
A generalized program flow chart is shown in Figure 3 . The arrangement of the card input to the gravity terrain correction program is shown in Figure 4 . "Computer cards" on the illustration for example indicate positions for Job Control Language cards of the IBM system. The accompanying program (Table 1) was written in standard FORTRAN IV language and has been used on an IBM-370 computer system. The program designation, M0400, serves to distinguish this program from all other versions of the program. The "99-cards" shown on Figure 4 -are cards with nines punched in all 80 columns. These cards serve as delimiters that indicate the end of the sets of station cards or map cards. The formats of other specific types of cards are described later. Examples of typical punch cards are shown in Figure 5 and punch cards for a test case are listed in Table 2 .
Limitations
The total number of gravity stations may not exceed 500. The total number of "map sets" may not exceed 10, but 4 is the expected practical limit. The total number of digital maps within a set may not exceed 80. No more than 13 maps from a given map set can be used to provide the specified map coverage for any gravity station. Map parameter cards may not specify compartment and map sizes such that there are more than 30 compartments along the north-south dimension of a map and no more than 40 compartments along the east-west dimension of a map. There must be an integer number of compartments in a map. Similarly, there must be an integer number not over 15 in either the north-south or east-west direction of "blocks" in a map. A block is grouping of compartments that is intermediate in size Output card tJH 1857 375508 l065045l37l807884l38P534 l3357«3343l 1188 t II 4 t t i tl <n «a» iy» qiii.n a ito njt ate* a a n iy*» n a a w. J a a <*n c u «yi ^o «ji ab M a ty-dtiH « tyn Figure 5 . Examples of punchcards between a "compartment" and a "map". The block size for one-minute digitization (one-by-one minute compartments), for example, usually is three-by-three minutes in anticipation of coarser three-minute digitization provided in another map set.
Definitions
The numbers near the left margin in the following paragraphs refer to inclusive card column numbers. The term "default" is the value or condition assumed if card columns for the specific parameter are left blank or are zero. The term "alpha" refers to any keyboard character. "Integer" is any right justified number without a decimal point. "Decimal" is a number in which a decimal point may be punched or the location of the decimal point is assumed to be located as indicated in the associated description.
Lead card 1-24 Alpha. Name of area or a title.
25-26
Integer. Indicates format of station cards. The code number minus-2 should be punched if punch card output is desired. The code numbers minus-1, zero, and one also are permitted. A detailed description is given in the next section.
27-28
Integer. The number zero indicates that the station elevations are expressed in feet. The number 3 indicates that station elevations are in meters. [29] [30] Integer. The total number of digital map sets (or types) to follow the station data. The number 2 would indicate that 2 map sets will follow (for example, one-minute and three-minute digitization). , [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Decimal. Optional second density. The terrain corrections always are calculated for an assumed average rock density of 2.67 g/cm3. The terrain correction and corresponding Bouguer anomaly also will be calculated for the optional second average density punched in these columns. The default is a density of 2.50 g/cw3 .
Station card formats for code numbers in columns 25-26 of the Lead Card Minus-2 or minus-1 code (Burch format) The present program produces punch card output only if this code is minus-2 (see description of "special card for punch output" for details of the format of the output card). If this code is minus-1, no output card is produced and alpha columns except 1-5 are ignored.
1-5 Alpha. Five-digit station name. Decimal. Hand terrain correction in milligals or total terrain correction exclusive of that determined within this program, submittal. The assumed density is 2.67 g/ The decimal point is assumed between columns 37 and 38. The default implies a hand correction has not been done. Therefore, it is suggested that the number 1 punched in column 39 (0.01 milligal) rather than zero should be used to indicate that a hand correction has been determined for hand corrections that are less than 0.005 milligal. 40
Alpha. An optional code letter that indicates, for example, the distance to which the hand terrain calculation has been determined. The letter "F" may indicate that the hand correction has been done through Hayford's F-ring.
41-44
Alpha. An optional code grouping that indicates, for example, a 4-digtt accuracy code.
45-51
Decimal. The observed gravity in milligals without the leading 9. The decimal point is assumed between columns 49 and 50; therefore, 0.01 milligal units are provided. 52-57
Decimal. The free-air an maly in milligals, with the assumed decimal point between columns 55 and 56. The default condition (or anomalies that are zero) signifies that the program will calculate the free-air anomaly using the International Formula of 1930 to calculate the theoretical value of gravity at sea level and the formula used by Swick (19f 2.) to calculate the free-air correction.
69-73
Alpha, Optional information to be passed to the punch output card, Alpha. Prefix, such as "N" or "-I-", that is to precede the latitude on output cards. 16
Alpha. Prefix, such as "W" or "-" or "+" that is to precede the longitude on output cards. 63 Alpha* Unless column 63 is left blank, this symbol will replace the symbol punched in column 40 of all station input cards. This symbol signifies the closest distance to which the computer terrain correction is carried.
76-80
Alpha. Unless left blank, this group of symbols will replace the data in columns 69-73 of the station input card. This option would rarely be used.
Map parameter card One of these cards precedes each set of digital maps. The number of such cards therefore is prescribed in columns 29-30 of the Lead Card. See Figure 3 for the position of this type of card and see Figure 5 for an example of a combination of three of these cards. 1-3 Integer. North-south dimension of digital "map" in minutes. For example, 15 minutes is convenient for maps of one-minute digitization and 60 minutes for three-minute digitization. 4-6
Integer. East-west dimension of digital "map11 in minutes. For example, 120 minutes is convenient for maps of three-minute digitization.
The geographic units of measurement (minutes or seconds) of the following four numbers are defined in columns 63-64 of this card. The program execution stops if there is not an integer number of "compartments" in a "block" or if there is not an integer number of "blocks" in a "map". 7-8 Integer. North-south dimension of the smallest cell a "compartment"-of the gridded elevations. 9-10
Integer. East-width dimension of a compartment in minutes or seconds, 11-13
Integer. North-south dimension of a block of compartments. If the compartment size is one minute, for example, the block size would be three minutes, in order to make an exact join with three-minute gridded topography in another map set.
14-16
Integer. East-west dimension of a block in minutes or seconds. 17-24
Decimal. Maximum distance in kilometers to which a digital terrain correction is to be calculated by using this set of maps. The contribution to the terrain correction of all blocks of compartments whose centers occur at or beyond this distance are ignored.
25-32
Decimal. Minimum distance in kilometers to which a terrain correction is to be calculated by using this set of maps. Note that the minimum distance for the 3-minute set of digital maps should be identical to the maximum distance of the 1-minute set of digital maps, for example. This distance must exceed half the diagonal length of a compartment. The minimum distance selected for the map set with the smallest compartment size usually is equal to the farthest distance to which hand terrain corrections are carried. For example, 0.895 km (Hammer F-ring) is used for half-minute digitization and 2.29 km (Hayford F-ring) or 2.615 km (Hammer H-ring) are used for one-minute digitization.
33-40
Decimal. The distance in kilometers beyond which groups of compartments are lumped to form blocks for purposes of calculation of the terrain correction. This distance must be less than the value in columns 17-24 and probably should be greater than twice the maximum dimension of a block.
41-48
Decimal. Distance in kilometers beyond which a correction for the earth's curvature will be made. Values less than the default of 14 km produce a warning message, because the assumption of maximum slope upon which the curved-earth approximations are based would not necessarily be valid at shorter distances.
61-62
Integer. The number zero (or blank) signifies that the terrain corrections for only those compartments whose centers occur at or beyond the distance given in columns 25-32 are calculated. The number one signifies that an exact join to cylindrical rings of conventional hand terrain corrections will be made by excluding all parts of compartments that are closer to the station than the distance specified in columns 25-32 and including in the terrain calculation all parts of compartments that are farther from the station than that distance. The latter option may be selected for only one Map Parameter Card of the terrain model.
63-64
Integer. The number 60 signifies that the units of compartment and block dimensions given in columns 7-16 are expressed in seconds. The units are expressed in minutes if this number is one.
Map Lead Card 1-12 Alpha. Name of map. The following four numbers specify the geographic coordinates of the northwest corner of the map. Negative numbers should not be used. The purpose of the extra space in each field is to improve readability.
13-15
Integer. Latitude degrees.
16-18
Integer. Latitude minutes.
19-22
Integer. Longitude degrees.
23-25
Integer. Longitude minutes.
26-27
Integer. Number that defines the units of compartment elevations. 0 or 1. All elevations are expressed in feet. 6
Positive elevations are in feet and negative elevations are in fathoms. 31
Positive elevations are in meters and negative elevations are in feet. 33
All elevations are expressed in meters. 36
Positive elevations are in meters and negative elevations are in fathoms.
Map elevation card Ten average elevations are punched on each elevation card. Each elevation occupies 7 columns and the decimal point need not be punched if the elevation is a right-adjusted, integer number. In practice the elevations are estimated no closer than the nearest 10 elevation units, so that drum-card control is used to punch the final zero digits. Columns 71-80 often are used to indiate an abbreviated map name and a sequence number.
A blank or a zero elevation indicates that an elevation estimate has not been made and a terrain correction will not be calculated for that compartment. Therefore, a -1 or a +1 should be punched for compartments whose average elevation is near sea level. Negative compartment elevations refer to ocean bottom depths, so that water rather than rock beneath sea level is accounted for. Unfortunately, a small error occurs for land compartments that are beneath sea level, because sea water rather than air is assumed to be present. The sequence of compartment numbering begins with the compartment in the northwest corner of the map and continues eastward along the northernmost row of compartments. Then, the compartments of the next row to the south and each successive row farther to the south similarly are arranged in west-to-east progression. A total of 23 elevation cards are needed, for example, to digitize 15-minute maps into one-minute compartments.
Format of output cards 1-3 Prefix from columns 1-3 on the "Special card". Simple Bouguer anomaly at a reduction density of 2.67 g/cm*.
53-57
Hand terrain correction in milligals in 71-74, expressed to 0.01 milligal.
58-62
Total terrain correction, including hand and digital computer correction at a density of 2.67 g/cm*. 63
Single character from column 40 of the station input card or from the Special Card.
64-69
Complete Bouguer anomaly expressed to 0.01 milligal at a reduction density of 2.67 g/cm*. It is the Simple Bouguer anomaly (47-52) plus the total terrain (58-62) plus a correction for the earth's curvature to 166.7 km.
70-75
Complete Bouguer anomaly expressed to 0.01 milligal at the redduction density specified in columns 31-36 of the Lead Card. That density is assumed instead of 2.67 g/cm1 in making the mass, terrain, and curvature corrections. Note that a simple formula, (Ij-Q^T /2.67), is used to convert the total terrain correction (58-62), Tt , from a density of 2.67 g/cw*to the equivalent terrain correction, T^ , at the second density, E^ . The contribution of sea water compartments to the terrain correction is not correctly obtained for the second density when using this simple formula.
76-80
Optional data from 69-73 of the station input card or 76-80 of the Special Card.
Printout from terrain correction program (Table 3) An example is attached. The first page includes a listing of the information about the punch card input and the calculated values of the theo-. retical gravity and free-air anomaly. When the free-air anomaly is provided on the station input card, the value 900,000 is printed for the theoretical gravity. Next, the names and location of maps of the first set are listed. A summary of the terrain corrections is printed, a station at a time. A similar list then is printed for each successive set of maps. For each station the terrain correction of each map within the indicated range of distances is listed. Where maps are needed but not found in the set of maps, a list of the coordinates of the northwest corner of these maps is printed. Rarely, the coordinates of a map located near the maximum distance may be listed, though the map is included in the set, owing to a slightly abbreviated formula used for relating geographic to rectangular coordinates used in the map indexing part of the program. Later when the omitted maps are found or become available another computation can be made by using these maps and adding the terrain correction to the earlier printed total for each station.
The last pages of printout include a summary of the free-air anomaly and the simple and complete Bouguer anomalies at the two densities. The column labelled "(NEAR)" refers to that part of the computer terrain correction which represents the contribution of compartments that intersect the inner circular radius. If an exceptionally high value is printed, the average elevations in map compartments near the station should be checked. If no error is found, an outward shift of the selected inner circular radius may be considered.
The time of execution for a typical set of 60 stations using 4 sets of maps for terrain corrections in the distance interval 0.068 to 166.7 km is 48 seconds on the IBM-370 Computer. The maximum execution time for 2 sets of maps (I 1 and 3 1 digitization) that cover the distance interval 2.3 to 166.7 km is about 0.6 second per station and the length of printout is about 16 lines per station. % Input/output requirements The program requires a region size of 160,000 bytes on the IBM-370 system. Logical unit 5 is used for reading data cards, unit 6 is used to print the results, and unit 8 is used for punch card output. The time of execution for a typical set of 60 stations using 4 sets of maps for terrain corrections in the distance interval 0.068 to 166.7 km is 48 seconds on the IBM-370 Computer. The maximum execution time for 2 sets of maps (1* and 3* digitization) that cover the distance interval 2.3 to 166.7 km is about 0.6 second per station and the length of printout is about 16 lines per station. 
IS USED FOR/s * VALUES IN COLUMNS LABEL 2LED CC* TC« TER* (NEAR)^ AND TOT. TC-HAND CORRECTION /** TIR-TOTA 3L COMPUTER CORRECTION. (NEAR)-PART OF TOTAL THAT REPRESENTS CONTRI
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